CONTROVERSY OVER FRESHMAN CENTER ERUPTS

BY MARGUERITE JORDAN

"At this point we have made the decision to go ahead with the possibility that Smith Hall might be used as a Freshman Center." So spoke Dean Carignan at the Meeting with the President on Monday afternoon. President Reynolds, unable to attend because of illness, couldn't have said it better.

To an audience of about two hundred students, Dean Carignan defended and discussed Administration's proposal to utilize Smith Hall as an experimental Freshman Center next year.

The meeting contrived after massive opposition was expressed through a petition signed by more than half the school, was promoted by President Reynolds and Free Lunch.

Major grievances cited by Free Lunch were: an experiment Prank Bank

Established

BY RICK DWYER

"There has been a total lack of any sort of campus or community on this place for the last two years." These were the first words spoken to the people assembled to demonstrate the mind of prankishness. After many hours of trying to track down this mysterious figure, I became convinced that he must only be a theory, he was finally materialized in order to allow me to interview him for The Student.

Our first topic of conversation was the status of his latest enterprise - the Prank Bank. Bill Allen started the Prank Bank about a month ago, but so far it hasn't materialized to anything. The Prank Bank is for "cowardly creative pranksters. He personally lack the nerve to pull off. These ideas would then be deposited in the Prank Bank and be distributed to people who would like to execute a prank but are short on good ideas. Thus the Prank Bank need only indicate a location to which the potential prankster might get him or herself and those soliciting ideas from the Prank Bank need only indicate a name. Contributors do not have to give their names, and information will be preserved. Contributors are encouraged to send their ideas for pranks which would be very amusing but which they personally lack the nerve to pull off. The ideas would then be deposited in the Prank Bank and distributed to people who wish to execute a prank but are short on good ideas. Thus the Prank Bank would operate as an information center. The address for the Prank Bank is Bill Allen Enterprises, Box 131.

Next we discussed why he felt that the Prank Bank has not been utilized by Bates students thus far. I asked him the very serious question of whether he felt Bates students lacked a sense of humor, to which he replied, "Bates students don't have their senses of humor, but they're there somewhere. They have to have them to stay here."

Our next topic was the kind of pranks the Prank Bank would accept and which would be suitable for distribution to potential pranksters. He emphatically stated that "suggestions of any sort, anything at all" would be accepted, though it someone sent a prank to shoot down he'd probably won't use it.

Then with a Jimmy Carter grin on his face he began to reminisce about legendary pranks which have taken place at Bates in past years. I wondered much how hysterics were created when someone stole the bell from Hathorn, or when someone drowned the puddle, or what the reaction must of been to the infamous streak of the chapel which occurred three years ago.

Then getting back to the Prank Bank he stated his hope to get some responses from professors, adding that, "there are a few who that would appreciate a good prank." I looked at him to see if he was pulling my leg on that comment, but the Jimmy Carter smile had disappeared.

Getting back to the mechanics behind running the Prank Bank he assured me that anonymity would be preserved. Contributions do not have to give their names, and soliciting ideas from the Prank Bank need only indicate a location to which the potential pranks should be sent. Of course Bill Allen can accept no responsibility for any "troubles" a prankster might get him or herself into, as the Prank Bank is simply an information center.

In order to assure me that Bill Allen Enterprises is no rinky-dink organization, he pulled out cards with the names of other chapters across the country. One such card read, "Addison Bima Phacetist League." When I asked him why the other chapters were not under the heading Bill Allen Enterprise, he stated, "you have to watch out for the anti-trust laws."

Before Bill Allen disappeared he left me one thought which demonstrates his total devotion to egalitarianism. "Remember," he said, "every man is equal with every other man when they are rolling on the floor in hysterics."

Such as this will isolate the Freshman class, both those involved and those uninvolved with the plan. Also, it is unfair to upperclassmen who want to live in Smith next year. And, finally, they are concerned about the lack of input from the student body in this planning.

The rationale behind the proposal was explained by Dean Carignan. It is an attempt to do something about the less than significant relationship between advisors and students. Also, it is a more systematic recognition of the special needs that Freshman have. He went on to point out that there is a great "potential diversity" in the Freshman Class, but it doesn't get "saturated" in our present system. When questioned on this last aspect, the stemming of diversity in the Freshman class during the following three years, Dean Carignan was unable to cite
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Priscilla Wilde Scores 1,000

This past Friday night, a sizable crowd watched Priscilla Wilde join the ranks of the 1000-point club during the team's 72-45 victory over Machias. As a result, Pride became the ninth in Bates history. Students may now see a doctor at the Infirmary on Sundays beginning at 6:00 p.m. However, allergy shots will still not be given on weekends.

Another important development that has occurred, says Dean of the College James Carignan, "is that we're trying to tighten up procedures in the infirmary for privacy for the patient. I've issued directives ordering that there be no discussion of the reason for a student's visit in the waiting room."
A Leaderless College?

To the Editor: I was disappointed, at the Monday afternoon meeting with Dean Carignan regarding the proposed freshman center, to see the negative attitudes of my fellow students and their seemingly misplaced hostility.

On an issue such as this it is very important that the administration hear the voices of the students, but the manner in which student opinion is expressed is of the utmost importance. The administration seems to be locked in its own world with the student body or to pay attention to student opinion when it is expressed. What this indicates is a need for the student body to organize itself coherently. There must be leaders, there must be alternative proposals, and there must be order. It is impossible to fight an establishment by random hurling insults or holding one's breath until turning blue. The student body does hold great power - but this power is, for all intents and purposes, unrecognized by both the administration and its students.

If we want the administration to recognize it, we must first recognize ourselves. Thirty-five hundred emotionally charged students are not real leadership and no real direction are bound to act irrationally and irresponsibly.

Why has no action been taken until so recently? Certainly the administration's proposal was not know some time ago around campus. Why, if there is so much student opposition to the administration's proposal, did none of the campus leaders take it upon themselves to work in an organized, efficient way to get the action which the students are now, belatedly and haphazardly, trying to get? The student body should have gład representatives in every position to make sure action was being taken. The RA has missed a golden opportunity to lose its current position, or to at least make sure action was being taken.

In Bates a leaderless college? We shall see. Before irrational hostility bespeaks the campus and renders any action ineffective, it is up to students in positions of power (not necessarily elected positions) to lead the student body in taking affirmative action.

My complaint lies not with Free Lunch, whose first steps toward attaining some degree of organization around this matter are admirable. Rather, I am concerned about the generally violent reaction subsequent to these efforts, which has spread so rapidly across the campus.

Rachel Fine

Student

Commentary

The torrential rage over the Freshman Center rumbles on. Now that we are wallowing in controversy, perhaps we should take a look at how and why the storm began.

Like most problems, the Freshman Center storm grew out of a lack of communication. If the Administration had released all information concerning the plan as it developed, maybe the student body wouldn't feel "left out" of the proceedings.

However, it's important to note that the Freshman Center was discussed at the Student-Faculty Committee on Residential Life, as well as with leaders of student groups at the Sugarloaf Conference in September.

At a meeting with Dean Carignan, students expressed that they had not been asked to help in the development of the idea. It's disturbing to think that, at present, they are the major means of student-administration intercommunication.

The Freshman Center controversy has exposed the need for better and more efficient student representation. We should definitely work for this.

However, in the process, we should beware not to trample a new innovation. There's something wrong with a college community that resists new ideas.

We're an intelligent and sensitive group of people, that has a right to be angry about its representation. But, let's not confuse the issues. If we put our anger aside, perhaps we can judge the Freshman Center on the basis of its merits as a new idea.

We should not dismiss this opportunity. We should applaud it! I wish I could have had such attention as a freshman. (CAZ)

institutionalizing this problem and making the dorm 90% freshmen the situation will be improved.

Nor has the question of how diversity was handled been remiss. "liberal" can be against such a proposal, and why the storm began.

Perhaps we should take a look at how the school than advisors picked by someone else for them. It is true that these upperclassmen do not always advise freshmen well academically, but this is no reason to segregate freshmen. One possible solution would be to create junior academic advisors to whom students could come if they experienced academic difficulties. These advisors would be necessarily live with the freshmen, who could most upperclassmen without suffering academically.

Tim Lundergan

THE BATES STUDENT

Questions Still Unanswered

To the Editor: In a surprising show of student concern, apathy was dispelled Monday afternoon as students reactions to the proposal to make Smith Hall into a "Freshman Center" next year.

Chase Hall Lounge was filled with students, predominantly protesting such a concept. Dean Carignan, however, through qualifications and misleading statements managed to keep the discussion from centering on the real issues involved. In his defense, it must be said that he handled well a situation in which he was before an audience largely hostile to the concept he was defending on half an hour's notice. However, he left the impression that the Administration had the support of the faculty, the RA, and the Proctor's council for this plan, when in fact the faculty did not vote for implementing it next year. The RA has yet to take a stand on the issue, and the Proctor's council has not endorsed it. In addition, students asked questions relating only to a few aspects of the issue, not the entire concept. The meeting proved less useful than productive. I do not support the concept of a freshman center. At the meeting, the focus was that in Smith, already 82% freshmen, the residents have difficulty managing. But no one explained how by
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This newspaper will publish letters to the Editor only when they are signed. Final decision can and will be exercised by the administration in determining those most valuable for publication. All letters should be addressed to Box 309, C/O The Editor.

Instead of trying to put out a newspaper the last week of the semester, the production staff, including the newspaper staff, is busting about in preparation for finals; we plan on producing a small magazine with pre-prepared features. Anyone interested in submitting fiction, poetry, or commentary should address it to the Student Magazine, Box 309,

More Letters Wanted

To Whom it may Concern: By way of introduction - my name is Rick Dwyer. Currently I am a resident of Wentworth Adams Hall in Lewiston, Maine.

I am writing this letter because I am seeking correspondence from anyone. Wentworth Adams Hall is so complex to the Bates Correctional Institution - founded to combat ignorance. Unfortunately we have very little contact with the outside world being isolated in Maine, and being so busy trying to correct our ignorance. Write me about anything that's happening or that concerns you - anything at all, and I'll write you about what's happening behind these walls. It doesn't matter if your female or Bates Coed. I'll be glad to correspond with anyone interested in submitting fiction, poetry, or commentary should address it to the Student Magazine, Box 309.

Rachel Fine

Whit Burbank
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**Student - A Shoddy Effort**

To the Editor:

This letter is in objection to the general system of the Freshman Center. Although the permanent columns deal with interesting subjects, they are not necessarily topical to the week’s Bates events. I feel that the Editor’s assertion that the newspaper has become a shoddy effort, as current news is left out of the columns, is true. It seems that the newspaper has recently changed its name, as well as its objective.

The center has not been designed. It seems that the entire room was designed as a large, single space, with no separate areas for different activities. The furniture is also poorly arranged, with tables and chairs crowded into corners.

I would like to see the center re-designed, with more attention paid to the needs of the students. The center should be a place where students can relax and study, not a place where they are constantly disrupted by noise and distractions.

Sincerely,

Jane Goguen

---

**Give The Freshman Center a Chance**

To the Editor:

I would like to write this letter to those of you who have been disappointed with the Freshman Center this year. I am writing to you because I believe that the Freshman Center is a good idea and deserves another chance.

The Freshman Center was created to provide a place for students to relax and study. It is a central location for students to meet and socialize. I believe that the Freshman Center is an important part of our campus community.

The Freshman Center is a place where students can go to study, work on assignments, or simply socialize. It is a place where students can feel comfortable and at ease.

I believe that the Freshman Center is a good idea and deserves another chance. I hope that you will consider giving the Freshman Center a chance.

Sincerely,

Susan J. Pope

---

**Campus Complaints**

By ROBERT COHEN

I would like to write this letter to bring to your attention some of the complaints that I have heard from students about the Freshman Center.

One of the main complaints is that the Freshman Center is not open at convenient times. It is often closed during the daytime, which makes it difficult for students to use the center during those times.

Another complaint is that the Freshman Center is often crowded, which makes it difficult for students to find a place to study or socialize.

I believe that the Freshman Center is an important part of our campus community, and I hope that the administration will take these complaints into consideration.

Sincerely,

BY BRAID FULLER

At the open meeting concerning the proposed Freshman Center on Monday, Dean Carigian was asked if the present student body could vote on the final decision concerning the fate of the center. He explained that Bates College Charter gives students such direct power but that students do not have average influence on the decision making process in the many student-faculty committees.

The ultimate decisions are made by the trustees, the ultimate decision making as stated in the following sections of the original Charter written in 1864 and which still apply today.

Sec. 3 property and estate real and personal, which may be disposed of at any time, by donation, grant, bequest, or otherwise come into the possession of the said Board of Trustees and Trustees in their corporate capacity, shall be faithfully applied to the promotion of the cause of education by maintaining boarding and day schools and females in Lewiston, in the county of Androscoggin in this State.

Sec. 5 The Board of President and Trustees aforesaid may adopt such rules, regulations and by-laws as it shall deem advisable to repugnant to the laws of this state, as in their opinion conducive to the management of their affairs, for the proper discipline and order and for the general welfare of this College.

Under Section 5 of the Charter, the Board of President and Trustees were granted the power to repugnant to the laws of this state, as in their opinion conducive to the management of their affairs, for the proper discipline and order and for the general welfare of this College.

As can be seen by the general wording of the Charter the ultimate decision making powers of the College are provided a wide range of decision-making capabilities which cover a wide range of college life. Dean Carigian adds that the Trustees are the ultimate authority or sovereignty over final decision making matters. He adds that the President of Bates College is also the ultimate authority and are held accountable for all decision making processes.

Although we attend Bates College, a memorandum term would be the corporation knows as “the President and Trustees of Bates College.” Final decision making matters are therefore carried out in the manner that an ordinary corporation would carry them out.

Student power is alive and can be exercised through these committees. However, like any corporation, the ultimate decision making rests in a board of directors, or in this case, the President and Trustees of Bates College. The administration, and ultimately the trustees, do listen to student input. Virtually every proposal presented to them this year was considered by the RA and the Extra-curricular Co-mittees was approved.

Students must also keep in mind that they are only here for approximately four years, and many decisions made will affect the College for many years to come.

The present student body can not have total insight into the financial policies and long range planning for the College.

As can be seen by the general wording of the Charter, the ultimate decision making powers of the College are provided a wide range of decision-making capabilities which cover a wide range of college life. Dean Carigian adds that the Trustees are the ultimate authority or sovereignty over final decision making matters. He adds that the President of Bates College is also the ultimate authority and are held accountable for all decision making processes.

Although we attend Bates College, a memorandum term would be the corporation knows as “the President and Trustees of Bates College.” Final decision making
Batesie Talks of Work with Prisoners

By TIM LUNDERGAN

"You've got to be able to roll with the punches," Paul Kazarian says about his work with prisoners. "If you can't get them to keep their respect," Paul works under the auspices of Professor Batesie's Education Center for Prisoners. He spends five hours a week with inmates of the Auburn jail. He has been deputized and insured by the county to assist the prisoners, whose sentences range from a few days to one year, in adapting to the world outside the walls of the jail.

"I'm always telling: Respect yourself. That's very important," says Paul. "I try to get to know them, know their first names, don't just call them for, and so on. I don't ever walk with the officers, and I sit with the prisoners. I've got a couple of close friends among the inmates now. They'll ask to see me. They主旨, and I know their background and their attitude. Kazarian knows several friends who have been in prison. "It's no shock at all," he says, "not really, not even a prep of a prep school, haven't been exposed to this sort of thing."

Paul attributes his better rapport with the inmates to his growing up in the world outside the walls of the jail. Coming from Pawtucket, Rhode Island, a couple of blocks away from the jail, Kazarian knows several friends who have been in prison. "It's no shock at all," he says, "not really, not even a prep of a prep school, haven't been exposed to this sort of thing."

"I don't get much harassment. Well, some kidding, but no really direct hostility from the prisoners. Paul Kazarian is a jail psychiatrist. He gets mocked to death, but they don't listen to him very much."

Paul attributes his better rapport with the inmates to his growing up in the world outside the walls of the jail. Coming from Pawtucket, Rhode Island, a couple of blocks away from the jail, Kazarian knows several friends who have been in prison. "It's no shock at all," he says, "not really, not even a prep of a prep school, haven't been exposed to this sort of thing."

Paul attributes many of their problems, their frustration and their attitude to the physical action. "Don't ever turn your back on a prisoner. They're flighty. They can be nice one moment and then the next they'll turn to crime, and winds up in jail. Paul Kazarian is in one of the most critical political positions in the RA.

Colleen Stapleton's position is no less important in regard to the Student Activities Fund. Carl Neilson is in one of the most critical political positions in the RA.

The last innovation which they mentioned was the Executive Council which will be made up of the four officers, six representatives and the Deans of the school. This three-member, five-person rubber stamp body which doesn't have house meetings between representatives and their constituents at least once a month in order to increase communications between the two groups. For communication to take place however it is something that will be something relevant going on.

In an attempt to confront current problems the RA is setting up a committee to deal with the newly proposed freshmen center in Smith Hall. They also pointed out that the food and residential life continue to be two of the most serious problems which the students face.

The last innovation which they mentioned was the Executive Council which will be made up of the four officers, six representatives and the Deans of the school. This three-member, five-person rubber stamp body which doesn't have house meetings between representatives and their constituents at least once a month in order to increase communications between the two groups. For communication to take place however it is something that will be something relevant going on.

In an attempt to confront current problems the RA is setting up a committee to deal with the newly proposed freshmen center in Smith Hall. They also pointed out that the food and residential life continue to be two of the most serious problems which the students face.
**The Bates Student**

**What's Happening**

By MARGUERITE JORDAN

Afro-Am Knocks Their Socks Off

Spring Music Fest. March 19 at 7:46 p.m. in the Gym. The chorus, Brass Quintet, Desnensmen, Wind Ensemble, Woodwind Quintet. Accordians and a ukulele band will be performing. Student admission is $1.25.

Portland Symphony Concert Festival. March 25, in the Chapel at 8:00 p.m. A performance by the P.S.O. Young Artist Competition Winner.

**Christian Missionary To Speak**

By BRIAN ALDRICH

For many, Christianity is merely a phenomenon of Western civilization. For others, it is the "churchy" stuff they learned growing up, or an ethical code of behavior. But for J. Christy Wilson, Jr., Christianity has involved a commitment which merely a phenomenon of Western civilization. For others, it is the "churchy" stuff they learned growing up, or an ethical code of behavior. But for J. Christy Wilson, Jr., Christianity has involved a commitment which

Afro-Am Knocks Their Socks Off

Saturday night the Afro-Am knocked a few socks off in Schaeffer Theater. Opening with Rosalie Pritchard there was hardly a moment when the audience was not enthralled. Yolanda Brantford, in the title role, portrayed the utter terror of a compliant middle class black woman raped by four white men to the Crown Prince. It was necessary to have such a supporting job, because mission, armies were not allowed to enter countries purely for the sake of missions. In Modern countries in general Christians are a minority part because to become one means to suffer rejection from one's family and society. Still, there are small but solid groups of Christians in many foreign countries. This points up the fact that Christianity still plays a visible role in many foreign countries today. be it Northern Ireland, Lebanon, South Africa or Uganda. Those who would be well informed on world events should try to learn and understand of what Christianity, or its aberrations, are like. Accordingly, By J. Christy Wilson, Jr., Christianity has involved a commitment which

Represent the white middle class stereotype, any human being would be repulsed by the attitude.

Also excellent were the four Negro types was such that it provided the meager comic relief to the audience rather than the more solid and typical role of interest in being black. By having blacks represent the white middle class stereotype, any human being would be repulsed by the attitude.

Also excellent were the four Negro types was such that it provided the meager comic relief to the audience rather than the more solid and typical role of interest in being black. By having blacks represent the white middle class stereotype, any human being would be repulsed by the attitude.

**FREE CHECKING WITH CREDITLINE AT THE BANKING STORE**

Depositors Trust Company

MEMBER FDIC

**There Is a Difference!!**

**PREPARE FOR:**

MCAT • DAT • LSAT • SAT

GRE • GMAT • OCAT • VAT

There was a round of applause for Cleaver has donated a copy of her band's new album to the prizes. He pointed to a geranium plant, a box of sweets, and then after a word with the master of ceremonies, he said "We learn from each other, if we're all carbon copies of each other then we don't learn much." A True Scot Nothing Beneath The Kilt

I was invited to an evening of Scottish country dancing by some friends from a nearby town called Dollar. Mr. and Mrs. Monk are in their late fifties, protein characters with brim smiles and inspired eyes. I was no match for them at their dance, as soon as I found, and contented myself to watch from the sidelines rather than frustrate the veterans with my inarticulate steps. The Monks have been dancing for over twenty years. Male members of a group of dancers are harder to find than women, I was told when we began dancing. Mr. Monk pointed out the pearl fisher to his majestically Queen Elizabeth, a slightly bow-legged man who spends his days in a glass-bottomed boat on the river Tay near Perth. He wore golden tartan underwear, and the Monks also noticed several English men wearing kilts. "Och, but they can't help where they were born," my host remarked.

Scottish country dancing has been taken around the world, where severale Scotia themselves have gone. A woman introduced to me said that in the New York area alone there are 450 Scottish dance clubs, and many around San Francisco and Los Angeles. She had lived in Vancouver for several years, a more natural association with Scotland. But I was most surprised when after a while I realized even the Japanese have taken up this form of dance. "And you know," she said "we Japanese go into something they must do it perfectly!"

Later in the evening I overheard a gentleman explain (to the other man in trousers) that the nickname given the Scots by the English in World War I was "the ladies from Hell." Apparently, I suppose, when you picture the ranks of kilts marching into battle surrounded by the skirt of the pipes.

Looking back on American square dances I have attended, it seems that it is the equivalent of Scottish country dancing. Many of the patterns the couples moved in were similar to the "Virginia Reel," although the combination of precision and grace achieved a more exacting level in Scotland. And I doubt that too many square dancing males would put up with a partner hobbing around their belt buckles.

After ten or more quick dances with names like "Deuce Dang Over my Daddy," or "The Trains of Bressendal" time out was calling for a cup of hot tea and biscuits. "Oh, cookies," I said appealingly, Mrs. Monk, or "the grace and noble," said Mrs. Monk. She asked me if our lot were too loud for you. "Not a to square dancers. It's just right."

When someone drinks too much, it's too bad. You can never be able to drink. Beer and wine can be just as intoxicating as mixed drinks. Beer and wine can be just as intoxicating as mixed drinks. Coffee never made anyone sober. Blah, whatever the purpose, is objectionable. Secondly, Free Lanch especially, is concerned about the lack of communication between the general student community and the administration.

When several students suggested the possibility of a referendum to provide some input for the administration, Dean Carigian stated that the "Student body has no constitutional power to determine residential life at Bates." Previously he had commented, "I'm not sure that simple votes on a complicated issue are that meaningful."

Other responses from the students represented the concern for an open campus. The Dean didn't "see this as an experiment that is designed to create an answer."

On the basis of this meeting, the controversy seems to be divided into two aspects. Primarily the idea of isolating Smith Hall for Freshmen.
The Women’s Varsity Basketball team hosted a three game homestand this past week against a trio of University of Maine opponents.

Monday, March 7, saw the strong Augusta team invade the Alumni Gymnasium for one of the most exciting games of the year. The Bobcats jumped to a quick lead behind the efforts of Joseph’s Monhegan and 17 rebounds. Wilde was high scorer, with 22 points, followed closely by Favreau with 16. Piper, Tripp, and Stearns amassed a total of 10 points each, while Renata Cosby played a good game as well, successfully stealing the ball a number of times and adding 4 points to the Bates score.

The Westbrook team journeyed north to face the Bobcats on handily defeated the visitors by a score of 81-43. Renata Stearns was high scorer, with 20 big ones, in one of her best games of the year. Wilde and Pierre followed with 18 and 16 points respectively, with the latter shafting over 70% for the night. Joanne Brabson scored 10 points, and led under the boards with 12 rebounds, in a fine effort. Sue Howard (8 points) and Anne Keenan (5 points) rounded out the Bobcats’ momentum continued through the latter half. The Bobcats’ momentum continued into the second half, until the Machias team was flattened. The game’s high point came eight minutes into the final half, when Priscilla Wilde took the 1000th point of her sparkling Bates career. Needless to say, the Bates team went on th smash Machias, 72-45.

Cathy Favreau was high scorer, with 23 points and scoring down 19 rebounds in her fine aggregate. Bobcats’ Place threw in 16 points apiece, with Stearns contributing 10. Joanne Keenan contributed 12 points, while adding 4 points to the Bates total. The Bobcats are on to play at Bowdoin on Tuesday night for the last game of the regular season. The tournament will be held at Bates on Thursday, and at Bowdoin on Friday and Saturday.
Discussions: Things Radical & Medical

By Peggy Carey

Sunday and Monday, March 29-31, Dr. Bob Brenchard, M.D. and Laura Kleinerman, R.N. will be at Bates for several informal lectures and seminar sessions. Activists involved politically and socially during the sixties with the radical organization SDS (Students for Democratic Society), and also having experience with health-related, non-traditional, non-bureaucratic oriented health care systems, both Bob and Laura will like to share their personal experiences and talk of how they interpret these in the broad picture politically in this country and the world.

Sponsored by New World Coalition and the Medical Arts Society, the schedule will be: a) 8 p.m., Sunday in Sleven Lounge, Bob and Laura will speak on Health Care - A Right or a Privilege and Alternatives to Western Scientific Medicine. Instead of a formal lecture, they hope for the talk to be viewed as an informal discussion. b) Monday afternoon at 4 p.m., in Hirsaw Lounge, Bob Brenchard and Laura Kleinerman will discuss Professionalism, and the Brainwashing Atmosphere of Medical and Nursing School in this country. This seminar will run into a dinner party actually designed for students inclined towards work in the medical field.

Don't Blame The Registrar

By B.R. Rothman

If you were one of the unlucky minions booted from your first or second choice short-term course, don't blame the Registrar. She didn't do it.

Contrary to popular belief, the Registrar is solely responsible for all short term course assignments - just the resulting paperwork. Instead, the decision in those years - and this year - has been for the instructor of overpopular courses and Dean Carignan to get together and decide who gets into those classes.

This year, according to Carignan, "we had the second largest number of registrations ever in a single week. Students were given their second or third choices and if they couldn't then they weren't put on a waiting list.

This procedure is never used in the regular semester course selection process. Instead, the Registrar is solely responsible for time changes.

CAMPUS COMPLAINTS:

Continued from page 3

We're taking an earnest job with night security, but there are times when he is the only man on duty. It is not feasible for one man to patrol the entire campus. In other words, if you're a sophomore or junior who hasn't considered it before, chances are you are got into your first choice course.

But more important, according to Carignan, "we went through a period when students could be given their second or third choices and if they couldn't then they weren't put on a waiting list. This procedure is never used in the regular semester course selection process. Instead, the Registrar is solely responsible for time changes."

ALL KINDS OF TYPING DONE THE RIGHT WAY.

MANUSCRIPTS
65 cents a page, 10 cents a word.
BOX 586.

WRITER WITH CORRECTION FEATURE PICA AND ELITE
THE 1100 m.m. TYPEWRITER.

CALL BRYANT POND 24-3 after 5:00 or WRITE

WILL SET UP AND DELIVER PROMPTLY!

WANTED: your old size 10 and 30 willing to work long hours in tropical conditions. Willing to live in inter-city police form helpful. Experience with arrested personnel carrier also helpful. Must not be married. IF interested, write Box 513, R.N. 5th Avenue New York, New York, 19205, or your local JICU recruiter.

WANTED: One large moderately lexicon page, reprint 18 Amin Page 83.

ANNOUNCEMENT: There will be a breath April 10th registration for the film club and the VFW to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the day of Tulslanding. It's another of the Social's cultural event and not to be missed, except by the entire American press corps. No. B.O.D.A. or in the Social Service handbook bring your own Anzac. Those send only replies at Fold 2, McGees Hospital, 5th Avenue, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Govt. notice to Students Bates College, 20-21, Dr. Bob Boeach. M.D. and Laura Kleinerman will consider it money well spent for Short Term yet, chances for third choices and if they couldn't then they were given their second or third choices, and if they couldn't then they were given their second or third choices, and if they couldn't then they were given their second or third choices, and if they couldn't then they were given their second or third choices, and if they couldn't then they were given their second or third choices, and if they couldn't then they were given their second or third choices, and if they couldn't then they were given their second or third choices, and if they couldn't.

In other words, if you're a sophomore or junior who hasn't considered it before, chances are you are got into your first choice course.

But more important, according to Carignan, "we went through a period when students could be given their second or third choices and if they couldn't then they weren't put on a waiting list. This procedure is never used in the regular semester course selection process. Instead, the Registrar is solely responsible for time changes."

ALL KINDS OF TYPING DONE THE RIGHT WAY.

MANUSCRIPTS
65 cents a page, 10 cents a word.
BOX 586.

WRITER WITH CORRECTION FEATURE PICA AND ELITE
THE 1100 m.m. TYPEWRITER.

CALL BRYANT POND 24-3 after 5:00 or WRITE

WILL SET UP AND DELIVER PROMPTLY!

WANTED: your old size 10 and 30 willing to work long hours in tropical conditions. Willing to live in inter-city police form helpful. Experience with arrested personnel carrier also helpful. Must not be married. IF interested, write Box 513, R.N. 5th Avenue New York, New York, 19205, or your local JICU recruiter.

WANTED: One large moderately lexicon page, reprint 18 Amin Page 83.